SyndicateBank
(A GOVERNMENT OF INDIA UNDERTAKING)
HEAD OFFICE: MANIPAL·576 104

www.syndicatebank.in
20.08.2016

Ref. No. PD.HRDD.REC.SPL.ANN.311
ANNOUNCEMENT
Sub:

Recruitment of Specialist Officers - 2016 - 2017 through CRP-SPL-V.
Candidates
who have been allotted to our Bank by IBPS Mumbai from the merit list.

In sequel to CRP-SPL-V, IBPS, Mumbai had allotted the candidates to our Bank for the post of
Specialist Officers in various verticals. The list of candidates provisionally eligible for the
following posts is displayed in Annexure-I:
1. Agricultural Field Officer (Scale-I)
2. I.T. Officer (Scale-I)
3. Rajbhasha Adhikari (Scale-I)
The Offer of appointment to all the provisionally eligible candidates as mentioned in Annexure-I
is being issued with a direction to join the place of posting on

15.09.2016.

At the time of joining, the candidates shall invariably produce the documents
in original to
ascertain their eligibility with regard to age, educational qualification etc. The candidates
selected under Reserved Category are required to submit the castel PWD certificate as per
Government of India format.
The candidates are requested to download the necessary forms/documents
appointment order from the Banks Website: www.syndicatebank.in.

mentioned in the

The candidates who do not receive soft copy of appointment orders through email by
23.08.2016 and hard copy sent through speed post by 03.09.2016, are requested to send a mail
to the following Email-ID:
E-Mail: horecruitments@syndicatebank.co.in
The decision of the Bank in all matters regarding recruitment shall be final and binding.
We welcome and wish all the candidates a successful career in SYNDICATE BANK.
The list containing
the names of 10 candidates whose appointment
withheld is provided in Annexure-II for want of documents/discrepancy
qualification.
Process of recruitment of Marketing Officers is in progress
be issued to the eligible candidates in due course.
Disclaimer:
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Though utmost care has been taken while publishing
the list, the Bank
reserves the right to rectify inadvertent errors, if any, found subsequently.
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